
MR. GAURAV BEDI( Govind Mohan Das ) 

Spiritual Journey 

His spiritual name is Govind Mohan Das, He is a disciple of HH Gopal 
Krishna Goswami Maharaj. He joined ISKCON in 2009. Presently he is 
ISKCON Preacher & Congregation Leader - GZB. Under his able 
leadership and humility personified persona he has touched lives of many. He 
is mentor to many families and guiding them towards the everlasting happy 
path. 

He is called at many universities like MIT, Harvard, IITs, NIITs, JayPee, IGMC Shimla, Bahara 
University , Shoolani University, Faculty trainer in Jwahar Navodaya Vidhyalas etc for his Energetic and 
life changing and ready to imbibe sessions.  

He also started an ONLINE drive called “SUMANTHAN- the churning within…” wherein he conducted 
sessions and were attended by many people from many countries and was in the buzz. 

Educational and Professional Journey 

A  rapidly established name in the clan of exceptionally influential, young and  visionary educationists of 
contemporary times- Mr. Gaurav Bedi navigates the flotilla of Gurukul The School with his ultra futuristic 
spectacle of 21st century.   

Mr. Gaurav Bedi's magnetic drive, continues to consist of accreditations including  Social Impact Award, The 
Most Innovative K 12 School Award, Global Education Award, World Education Award, Life Empowerment 
Award, Education Stalwart Award, Leading School of Ghaziabad  Award, Exemplary Leader in School 
Education Award .  The school is  ranked No. 1 in the entire country in Leadership. 



A prolific and persuasive resource person for innumerable erudite gatherings across US, UK and Scotland 
covering eminent places including Howard University and Massessuets  Institute of Management, Mr. Bedi 
has, with insightful expertise, steered discussions centering around advanced educational pedagogies on  
prestigious platforms such as  National Urban Development Summit and Core NCERT Team.  

A CBSE Master  Trainer for CCE and AEP, a Life Skill Master Trainer, Mr. Bedi has been extending his high 
skilled expertise in the projects of UNODC and WHO besides being involved in content development for 
NCERT under the aegis of Ministry of HRD (India).    

A man of few words but nevertheless subtle manners, Mr. Gaurav Bedi has to his claim commendable result 
highlights producing 7 out of the top 10 country top rankers. Statistics testify the soaring success quotient  of 
School's alumni settled in acclaimed places such as IIT, MBBS, IBM and IAS to name a few.  


